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PART A – Project Submission: CONJOLA TOURS   
1. What is your project? 

Conjola tours - a 90-minute walking tour led by local Guides, passionate and knowledgeable about 
sustainability, natural environment and local history. Tours take place at Lake Conjola Entrance, 
Conjola, South Coast NSW. Lake Conjola is a 3-hour drive south of Sydney, and 30-min drive from 
popular tourist destination, Jervis Bay.  
The tour walking route includes lakeside, bush and beach. Conjola tours bring to life the rich stories of 
this beautiful part of the world, through tangible connections to place, hands-on experiences and 
engaging storytelling, underpinned by research and lived experience of the Guides who live locally.  
Conjola tours were developed after a need for interpretation of Conjola's natural environment, history 
and heritage was identified in the Conjola District strategic ACTION PLAN 2014-2030 (developed by 
Conjola Community in conjunction with Griffin University, 2012-2014). The tour supports the following 
community endorsed actions, referred to in the plan as "Future Options": (4) "Encourage and promote 
cultural life and events in Conjola District  (13)  "Develop a multi-faceted interpretation of Conjola 
District values, qualities and features"; and specific objectives to:  

a. Interpret European and multicultural values, heritage, stories and history 
b. Improve environmental awareness and behaviour 
c. Impart ecological values of Conjola District’s unique flora and fauna.  

 
Key drivers for the development of the tour were Kotahi Tourism Directors curiosity to learn more 
about Conjola's history, heritage, flora and fauna; and passion for the conservation of Conjola's 
natural environment. In addition, Conjola was identified in a Griffith University study as one of the 
most ‘at risk’ coastal villages in Australia as a consequence of climate change, and we saw an 
opportunity to raise awareness of the need for climate action by sharing Conjola’s stories in situ, from 
a local’s perspective. Inspiration to turn our dream of Conjola tours into reality was drawn from the 
2016 National Trust Heritage Festival Theme 'Discover or re-discover'; and Conjola tours was 
launched as a festival event with visitors invited to ‘Discover or re-discover Lake Conjola on a guided 
walk with locals’.  
 
2.  How does it demonstrate excellence and best practice in heritage interpretation?  
Kotahi Tourism Directors had previously demonstrated best practice in interpretation in development 
of an award-winning tour, so we followed the same process where applicable to ensure Conjola tour 
followed best practice guidelines. We stay abreast of current best practices of heritage and 
environmental interpretation through industry networks and memberships (e.g. IA, History Council of 
NSW), and professional development. Conjola tour aligns with best practice principles of heritage 
interpretation including Freeman Tilden’s six principles of interpretation and NSW Heritage office 
Interpreting Heritage Places and Items Guidelines (2005). Conjola has a rich Aboriginal Heritage, 
however as this tour is not run by Aboriginal Guides, in alignment with ICOMOS Ename Charter and 
Heritage Interpretation best practice guidelines (e.g. Interpretation Australia Guidelines for Indigenous 
interpretation), tour content does not include Indigenous interpretation. Instead, guides Acknowledge 
Country, language and connections to Conjola for local Jerringa, Murramarang, Budawang and Wandi 
Wandian people of the Yuin Nation; and ensure interested visitors are aware of local Indigenous 
experiences where they can 'discover more' about Yuin Cultural heritage and local Indigenous history.  

Conjola Tours (themes, stories, route and visitor experience) have been curated to meet the three 
specific objectives outlined above. Conjola Tour content aligns with the following national, state and 
local (Shoalhaven) heritage themes. a.People - births and deaths; persons of note; education; law & 
order; health; b. Settlement; exploration; villages; utilities; accommodation; communication; c. 
Agriculture, Pastoralism and Dairying; Fishing; Forestry; Mining; Transport; Labour; Commerce; d. 
Leisure; Events; Domestic life; Creative endeavour; Social institutions; Religion; Sport; e. 
Environment. Not all themes are covered in every tour, but the Guides ‘tool kit’ includes stories that 
align with each theme, that can be ‘pulled out’ depending on visitor interest and/or questions.   
Tour content and operations are underpinned by depth of knowledge of the Conjola District where 
tour developers Melinda and Hohepa live. Stories have been curated to ensure links to place and 
themes, taking visitors not only on a ‘nature walk’ but also through time, beginning with the story of 
Lake Conjola’s formation 6500 years ago, which is shared at the lakes edge. 
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The following audiences were identified for Conjola tours 
1. Domestic Visitors - Interstate and intrastate  

a. FIT (free independent travellers) - self -drivers (96% of visitors to the Shoalhaven 
self-drive). Just 3 hours from both Sydney and Canberra, the South Coast is popular 
destination for visitors from both capital cities, and these visitors are a primary target 
domestic audience for Conjola tours, with secondary target audiences from other 
parts of NSW/Australia.  

b. Special interest groups – photography, local history, bird watchers 
c. Schools – tours content aligns with National Curriculum and NSW syllabus (various 

subjects including history, geography and science). 
2. International visitors 

a. (FIT – self drivers)  
b. Groups e.g. coach tours, international students 

Specific target audiences (domestic and international) include 
i. ‘Eco-visitors’ – visitors interested in natural environment and/or sustainable 

experiences  
ii. New Zealanders – NZers are a key audience for our Sydney-based Māori 

tours, and as a tourism business owned and operated by NZ migrants with 
strong networks (e.g. media, travel agents), this audience is a ‘low hanging 
apple’ from a marketing perspective, as well as one we get a lot of pleasure 
working with and know well. There are over 650,000 NZers living in Australia. 
Additionally, NZers have traditionally been Australia’s biggest inbound 
market, only recently outnumbered by Chinese (based on pre-Covid data). 

iii. Airbnb customers – targeted through offering Conjola tours as an Airbnb 
Experience.  

 
Audience Issues/expectations  Risk management 
International 
visitors  

English may not be 
first language 

Guides are experienced in working with ESL 
visitors, including ability to gauge visitor 
comprehension and interpret information at an 
appropriate level, and working with interpreters 

All   Varying interests and 
background 
knowledge of visitors 

Guide has a (metaphorical) kit of relevant stories 
relating to specific topics that are included to 
build engagement with specific visitors. 

Older visitors e.g. 
Grey Nomads, local 
history groups 

Potential mobility 
issues (older 
demographic) 

Tour route adaptable for those with limited 
mobility 

 
Communication – techniques and channels / choice of interpretive media 
“Face to face” was chosen as the medium for sharing stories of Conjola experience (rather than a 
self-guided tour or exhibition), as it allows guides to ‘tweak’ tour content, contextualisation and routes 
to meet the needs of booked participants and interpret seasonal changes. Also, face to face 
interpretation in the form of a guided tour:  

- is a cost-effective form of delivery 
- maximises key assets of experienced guides with a proven record of visitor engagement.   
-     offers a more engaging experience for our audiences in comparison to a lecture or 

presentation i.e. visitors can experience walking in the footsteps of holiday makers of the past, see 
local flora, fauna, and geographical formations, walk through different eco-systems, hear stories 
curated with links to place.  
Where relevant, stories are supported with imagery to engage visitors. Historic and relevant 
contemporary photographs of sites visited on the tour are shared in situ, helping set the scene for 
stories. The use of portraits give faces to the people whose stories are being shared e.g. First 
European Settler, Thomas Kendall. The use of historical imagery and photographs also adds a depth 
of veracity to stories. Laminating photographs makes them more durable for handling, and they can 
be easily wiped for cleanliness. A4 size was selected so images would fit in the Guides bags, while be 
at a size that that is clearly visible for most people while they have the image in their hand i.e. A3 was 
too big fit the bags, A5 was too small for easy viewing. (We trialled use of i-pads for images but 
variable lighting in locations on the tour route required adjustments for optimum viewing, which was 
disrupting to the flow of stories). On route, site interpretation is utilised as a story telling prop or 
resource e.g. artwork on a public toilet block depicting endangered and vulnerable beach nesting 
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birds that nest on Conjola beach. With a broad variety of audiences for the tour, the range of visitor 
prior knowledge and specific interests are considerable. Guides use a ‘tool kit’ of relevant stories, 
depth of knowledge and communication skills to contextualise and curate information as required. 
Tour ‘stops’, are selected for connection to place and stories, ensuring they are also safe and 
comfortable for visitors. The meeting place for the tour (outside Conjola Post office and Store) offers 
stunning lake views and is easy to find. The proximity to the local store increases likelihood of visitor 
spend for this local business (pre or post tour). Visitors receive a map and clear instructions on the 
meeting place and time with their booking confirmation, as well as in a ‘reminder email’ a week before 
their booked tour date. 
Problem solving – examples Soon after launching the tour, part of the lakeside route was 
unexpectedly cut off to the public due to dredging. We quickly developed an alternative route that 
avoided ‘back tracking’. This experience promoted us to update our risk management plan with 
additional alternative routes for different scenarios (we’d previously just planned for flooded lake 
foreshore, and bushfire). It was lucky we did this as soon after, the boardwalk included on the tour 
route was demolished and rebuilt in stages over 4 months, necessitating multiple changes to the tour 
route over this period. 
 
Environmental considerations Visitors are asked to bring/wear sunscreen, hats and water on hot 
days, insect repellent in summer, and wet weather gear and umbrellas if it’s wet or likely to rain. A wet 
weather tour plan identifies alternative stops for story telling e.g. outdoors undercover sheltered 
areas, and big, leafy trees. We also have a supply of extra (branded) umbrellas in case visitors need 
them. The (new) boardwalk is designed to be non-slippery, and we have alternative routes in case of 
low-level flooding on the lake foreshore. In cases of extreme weather (including Catastrophic Fire 
Risk Days), our terms and conditions state that the Tour will be cancelled, and visitors are either 
refunded or issued with a tour voucher (valid for 3 years) – the choice is up to the visitor. Tour routes 
are adjusted for tides and to avoid disruption to seasonal beach-nesters, including vulnerable and 
endangered species such as little terns, hooded plovers and pied oyster-catchers. 

Methods of engagement used include 1. Introduction - a powerful introduction at the beginning of 
the tour, sets the scene for trust in the Guides knowledge and passion for the area, and builds 
excitement to discover more 2. Hook, Line and Sinker (Pastorelli – Scott method) used to link stories 
and maintain engagement throughout the tour. E.g. ‘Hook’ – Lake Conjola isn’t actually a Lake. Line –
intriguing stories; see parts of the lake and local wildlife. Sinker - amazing views of the lake entrance, 
and ICOLL interpretation. 3. Hospitality – Manaakitanga Attention to ‘housekeeping’ at the beginning 
of the tour assures visitors they will be taken care of, and this ‘caring’ is implemented throughout the 
tour including physically (e.g. amending route or assisting visitors with stairs for those with mobility 
issues, inclusion of opportunities for toilet and/or water filling station stops, selecting shady locations 
for story-telling on sunny days); and also in ‘emotional’ context e.g. contextualisation and curation of 
stories so they’re meaningful to all visitors on the tour; use of resources and natural environment to 
add meaning to stories e.g. photographs, relevant interpretation panels on the tour route; directing 
attention to wildlife and seamlessly changing tour content to ensure timely interpretation. 4. Personal 
stories and connections – our own stories and connections are another engagement tool. Examples 
include describing hearing mullet jumping in the lake at night from our bedroom, Māori history 
connected to first settler Thomas Kendall, knowledge and contemporary) of flora native to both NZ 
and Australia (specifically Conjola) e.g. warrigal greens/NZ spinach, pig face, bracken. For children a 
fundamentally different approach is taken, where children take the role of ‘wildlife officers’ to locate 
and identify local species. During the tour their ‘responsibilities’ are added too e.g. with specific 
weeds, native plants or birds they are likely to see in the different habitats (bush/beach/lake) visited 
on the tour. Additionally, hands-on activities are included such as floating pieces of pumice found on 
the beach, and poo-sticks at the lakeside to see which way the tide is running. Programs for school 
groups have been developed to meet specific learning outcomes for various stages and syllabi.  

Stakeholders and method of engagement. Locals - In development phase, updates on tour 
development were provided at Conjola Community Association meetings and on local Facebook 
pages. Opportunities for questions, feedback and input were provided and responses acted upon. 
This included locals being invited to participate in ‘practice tours’. The tour has been well received by 
locals and has positive outcomes for local businesses including increased low and mid-season 
visitation, and visitor spend at holiday parks, a cafe and local store. We donate tour vouchers to local 
fund raisers e.g. bushfire relief, school and community sports groups, RFS. 
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The importance of identifying locals as stakeholders and listening to their feedback and concerns 
cannot be understated in a small community. E.g. There have been a number of occasions this year 
when we have decided not to run tours due community concerns about visitors to the area (in general 
– not targeted at Conjola tours). Firstly, late January 2020 when roads re-opened and government 
allowed visitors to return to the South Coast. This was against the wishes of locals devasted by the 
loss of 3 lives and 87 houses at Conjola on NYE 2019, and who (ourselves included) were concerned 
about the still-burning Currowan fire; Mid-February following a flood at Conjola when locals were 
concerned visitors would ‘get in the way’ of clean up; March prior to lockdown when locals became 
concerned about visitors bringing Covid to the area, and again in July (after reopening for 3 weeks), 
as community transmission in NSW became an increasing concern. The tour is still currently closed. 
Local business - Partnerships for accommodation packages, sales commissions and supply of 
catering (for group tours) have been formed with a range of local business. We also make a point of 
including other local businesses where possible when we get media opportunities. e.g. Conjola tours 
was filmed by Sydney Weekender and we put the producer in touch with a local caravan park and a 
café that were also included in the segment. On our tours we recommend local businesses to visitors, 
such as the fish and chips at the local store which we think are the best on the South Coast. Our 
visitors tend to agree…‘great recommendations for flat head fish n chips at the small cafe where we 
start n end the tour! So far that was the best fish n chips in the entire trip👍 ’ 

Implementation - Stand-alone or multi-stage project 
While Conjola tours was initially designed as a stand-alone project, following feedback from friends 
and family who enjoyed walks with us in our village of Fishermans Paradise at the head of Lake 
Conjola, and interested questions about the village from visitors on Conjola tours, in 2019 we 
launched Fishermans Paradise eco-walks. Since then, 20% of our visitors have booked both tours, 
with others wanting to ‘do the other tour’ when they return to the South Coast.   
‘’ I would like to do the lake tour with them next time’. Airbnb Experience review, Nov 2019  
 
How project worked in conjunction with other facets of the operation (e.g. marketing) 
Product Mix/ Cultural protocols:  
 
Kotahi means 'be one' or be united'. For Kotahi Tourism, it is in reference to people and the natural 
environment – be one. Our sustainable tourism and education experiences are designed to connect 
people to the environment and to each other – be united. Hohepa Ruhe, Kotahi Tourism Director 
 
Conjola tours with emphasis on natural environment, sustainability and the opportunity to meet locals 
sits comfortably under the Kotahi Tourism brand, alongside our other local natural environment 
experience – Fishermans Paradise eco-walks.  
In alignment with cultural protocols of being a Māori business operating on Aboriginal Country, Kotahi 
Tourism ensures our visitors also have access to opportunities to hear Aboriginal stories of Country 
from Aboriginal people, hence offering Aboriginal experiences through Kotahi Tourism that our visitors 
can book. We also work closely with Aboriginal Operators in various capacities including product 
cross-promotion, shared booking systems and guide training. Conjola tours and Fishermans Paradise 
Eco-walks with their natural environment focus, have enabled us to enhance the overall Kotahi 
Tourism offering, which prior to Conjola tour launch was focussed on Cultural heritage with Māori and 
Aboriginal Cultural incursions for schools, Aboriginal and Māori tours and Aboriginal Cultural Cruise in 
Sydney and an Aboriginal multi-day tour in Narooma (Far South Coast, NSW). Like Conjola tours, 
other tours/cruises have regular departures, and can also be booked for groups and schools.  
Guides wear a distinctive branded Conjola Tour uniform and carry resources in a branded bag. The 
logo for Conjola tours sits under Kotahi Tourism brand, sharing the same distinctive whale tail shape.  
The whale tail shape in both logos represents whales. Whales are sacred to both Māori (Kotahi 
Tourism is a Māori business) and Australian Indigenous cultures. Stories about whales and their 
significance are included in Cultural stories on Māori and Aboriginal tours that can be booked through 
Kotahi Tourism. Whales are also part of the visitor experience on Conjola tours, with whale sightings 
during the whale migratory season (May to November) from Conjola Beach and coastal lookouts.  
The green and teal colours in Conjola tours logo depict the bush (Lake Conjola is surrounded by 
Conjola National Park and other reserves) and waters of the lake and sea.  
Kotahi Tourism commits to ‘deliver on promises’ outlined in our marketing collateral, ensuring Conjola 
tours meets visitor expectations, and all experiences described are included on this tour. 
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Access - Language: Conjola tours are available in English. Although Guides have not lost their NZ 
accents, despite 20 years in Australia, every attempt is made to use ‘Australian’ rather than Kiwi 
words where’s there’s a point of difference e.g. thongs not jandals. Guides are trained and 
experienced in working with ESL visitors, and interpreters making (private) tours accessible to 
speakers of other languages.  
Special interest groups: Stories are curated and contextualised for special interest groups e.g. local 
history groups, photography and bird-watching groups. 
Mobility: The tour route and duration have been designed to be accessible for all fitness levels and 
ages. The route is adapted when mobility of visitors is limited e.g. for visitors in wheelchairs or with 
prams, rather than taking uneven tracks through the bush, utilises a boardwalk especially designed 
for wheelchair accessibility. Also to note, Conjola tours is run with 2 Guides (we’re a husband and 
wife team), so when there is varied mobility on tours e.g. someone in a wheelchair or with a pram that 
isn’t equipped for sand, we can ensure everyone still hears the stories and has direct interaction with 
a Guide by each taking the route best suited to our visitors mobility.  
 
Training and development - The tour is run by experienced Guides, with a background of 
interpretating a wide range of topics to diverse audiences. In preparation for recruitment of additional 
Guides, a training program has been developed based on our vast collective guide training 
experience i.e. Guide training is to be individualised depending on Guiding experience. On-site 
training will include familiarisation with the tour route, and other relevant local sites referred to in the 
tour e.g. a former silicone mine, Conjola National Park. Tour Guide training will also include Guiding 
skill workshops, tour observations, opportunities to ‘buddy’ guide, and ‘practice tour/s’ with feedback 
provided. 
 
Ongoing development for us (and future Guides) includes Conference/symposium attendance e.g. IA 
and INNZ conferences; Destination NSW and Shoalhaven Tourism workshops, and benchmarking 
against other tourism locally, nationally and internationally. Content knowledge is built through a 
library of relevant books, and an ever-evolving ‘recommended reading’ list including relevant links 
(e.g. documentaries, exhibitions, research). 
 
3.  Resources needed for project  

Item Details Cost 
‘Practice tour” costs – 3 tours  Drinks for participants x 22   $121 
Tour interpretation resources Print and laminate photographs $30 
Guide uniforms – 2 guides Branded hoodie, t-shirts, umbrella and bag. $320 
Branded umbrellas For visitors who don’t BYO on rainy days (x5) $125 
Tour development - KT Directors Value in kind. $75 per hour. 110 hours.  $8250 
Peer review – History  Value in kind. 4 hours. $75 ph  $300 
Peer review and consultation – 
flora and bird identification  

Value in kind. 4 hours. $75 ph $300 

Indigenous consultation  Value in kind. 10.5 hours. $75ph  $787 
Teacher consultation and review Value in kind. 6 hours $75ph $480 
Graphic design  Logo $100 
Marketing collateral Brochures, posters $500 
Branded mugs 20 Mugs  $200 
Total  $11, 513 

Kotahi Tourism Directors 110 hours includes curation of stories, select routes, write tour outline, 
operations manual, and risk management plan; source tour resources; research; consultation, 
stakeholder liaison, organise ‘practice tour’, marketing collateral design. Tours are guided by us (KT 
Directors), so guide training expenses haven’t been incurred to date.  
Choice of interpretive media for maximum or desired effect - Laminated historical imagery (drawings 
and photographs) - light and easily portable, A4 size fits into Guide resource bag, can be handed around 
so all participants have an opportunity for a close look, weather-proof, can be wiped clean. Images 
selection is based on relevance to sites and stories, and images chosen support story lines. 
Environmental interpretation panels on the route, utilised to add meaning and context to storylines e.g. 
artwork of endangered beach, grey nurse shark information panel.  
Cost-effectiveness – Conjola tours are financially sustainable with operational expenses covered by 
tour revenue. Branded uniform items and umbrellas are a cost-effective way of promoting the tour locally 
(we wear them pretty much everywhere – not just when guiding.) We carry fliers to hand out when 
approached about the tour, and when networking. We personally keep local accommodation providers 
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and tourism information centres stocked with tour brochures, and offer famils for media, visitor centre 
staff and local businesses such as holiday parks and other accommodation providers – a ‘no cost’ way of 
promoting the tour through ‘word of mouth’ bookings. 
Financial sustainability – Conjola tours are financially sustainable with operational expenses covered 
by tour revenue. Minimum numbers are required for school and private group bookings. The risk of 
scheduled tours not having numbers some days to adequately cover guide salary is managed by Kotahi 
Tourism Directors being the tour guides, and no fixed costs.  
Social sustainability –The tour contributes to increased local visitation and visitor spend, benefitting the 
local economy/businesses. Tour vouchers are donated to local fundraising campaigns/causes e.g. 
bushfire relief, local sports teams and schools. Additionally, Kotahi Tourism Directors participate in 
(including taking active leadership roles) in a volunteer capacity with a number of community 
organisations and events such as Clean Up Australia Day, Bushcare Group, Conjola Community 
Association. In future the tour will provide local employment opportunities for Guides.  
Future proofing –We had planned for 2020 to be the year we trained and employed local Guides, so the 
tour could be run even if we’re both away or unable run tours, and also allow an increase in capacity for  
large group bookings (e.g. conference attendees, large school bookings etc) for markets we had been 
working to develop. However, ‘Black Summer’ bushfires and Covid have put that plan on hold.  
Tour operations and content is ‘captured’ with a combination of manuals, tour outlines and resources 
(articles, books, recorded commentary etc), allowing someone with guiding experience and local 
knowledge to ‘pick up and run’ the tour without our direct input. These manuals and resources are also 
part of our ‘guide training tool kit’. 
 
4.How has your project met clear and measurable outcomes for your organisation & 
stakeholders? Measurement of project success includes visitor feedback which is requested from all 
visitors. Through a survey, visitors are asked to rate the Tour, Guide and booking process (part of the 
visitor experience which begins when visitors connect with Kotahi Tourism through our website, phone or 
social media). We aim for 95% excellent/good in each rated question. To date, 18% of visitors have 
completed feedback surveys with a 100% recommendation rate.  

 Excellent Very Good Good Average  Poor 
Tour 66.78% 33.33% 0% 0% 0% 
Guides 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Booking system 61.90% 33.33% 0% 0% 0% 

Other measurements of success include 
- Reviews/ratings. We offer visitors opportunities to review on various platforms and have 

targets for each. E.g. Airbnb Experiences target is 4.7 stars (aligning with Airbnb Standards). 
Conjola tours has a 4.92 star rolling average (92% 5 stars, 8% 4 stars). 

- Survey and review comments. These have all been positive. Examples include: 
There was a real range of stories and information; something for everyone; Our tour guides were very 
pleasant, friendly and well informed about the local area; The stories and being able to ask questions 
at any point (tour highlight); I had a great time with Melinda and Joe. I was privileged to have both of 
them on my own - and they are both passionate and knowledgeable about the area and it’s cultural 
and natural environment. I highly recommend them and hope to bring my family here sometime to 
visit. Scenery is varied and breathtaking views, lakeside, bush and seashore makes it well worth 
doing.  

- Visitation targets. Annual visitation targets have been achieved each year since launch, 
however due to bushfire Dec 2019 – Feb 6 2020 and related road closures/ expulsion of 
tourists, followed by a flood, then Covid 19, targets for 2019/2020 were not achieved. We’ve 
recently decided to abandon our targets for 20/21 and review when it’s safe to re-open tours. 
1,972 visitors have experienced Conjola tour since tour launch. 

- Industry peer feedback – we seek feedback from industry peers who experience Conjola 
tours (e.g. famils). Awards are another measurement of peer feedback and we’re proud to 
have won “Best local experience - NSW’ 2019 Travel & Hospitality Awards 

-  Media - this has all been positive including articles in Milton Ulladulla Times, interview with 
Radio National (NZ), an article in Latitude Magazine, news stories on Channel 9 and SBS and 
a feature on Sydney Weekender.  

 
Environmental criteria - The tour has been designed to have minimal environmental impact. The 
route has been selected utilising tracks and boardwalks, with the beach component avoiding nesting 
areas. Dogs are not permitted. The walking tour generates zero waste. E.g. water bottle refilling 
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station included on tour route; electronic booking system, coffee/tea served in mugs. Guides carry an 
extra bag and pick up rubbish we come across on the tour (which often results in visitors taking an 
active role in picking up rubbish too).Guides also regularly walk the track and pick up rubbish, as well 
as volunteering on Clean Up Australia Day, and monthly with a local bush care group.   
Evaluation, research and review  
Initial interest in Conjola’s history, led us to the book "Congenial Conjola: one of the great lake 
districts of the Milton-Ulladulla area" by Alex McAndrew, published in 1991. Prior to the launch of 
Conjola tours, interpretation of Conjola's history was limited to this publication, and photographs 
included in the book on display in the Conjola Community Hall. While "Congenial Conjola" provides an 
overview of Conjola's history and interesting stories, the author interprets local history with 
misogynistic and outdated Colonial bias. Conjola tours provided an opportunity for interpretation of 
Conjola's stories (past and contemporary) in alignment with best practice as outlined above. Note - 
stories sourced from "Congenial Conjola" were further researched to ensure historical veracity of tour 
content. Research undertaken by Kotahi Tourism Directors included books, Shoalhaven Council and 
NSW State Government reports, Trove and local oral histories. Review of the tour content during 
development phase was conducted by a local historian, a Yuin educator with expertise in native flora, 
and local teachers. Their collective feedback was taken on board resulting in tweaks to content and 
operations (e.g. correct plant identification; syllabus-linked activities included on tours for schools 
such as sieving sand to check for micro-plastics). Tour feedback and reviews have been sought from 
all visitors (including teachers who are sent a specific survey). Suggestions for improvement are 
implemented where applicable e.g. offering tour gift vouchers for sale, including insect repellent in the 
list of items to bring in summer (this became an issue after floods earlier this year).  

Aspects of Conjola tours that work well include: Delivery of the tour by Guides with skill and 
experience in interpreting for diverse audiences; Having 2 Guides on most tours  – one to watch for 
wildlife, assist visitors and contribute subject knowledge, while the other guide ‘leads’ the tour; Local 
guides and personal stories; A well thought out and flexible wet weather plan allows for a great visitor 
experience in most weather conditions; Adaptable tour route ensures visitors of varying levels of 
mobility can experience the tour; Interactive experiences for children and school groups engage 
children/students and reinforce learning outcomes; Catering (morning/afternoon teas and lunches) 
offered as post-tour option for groups.  

Things that didn’t work: Duration and inclusion of drinks - Background: initially the tour experience 
was 2 hours, finishing back at the tour starting point with a ‘cuppa’ and informal chat with guides. 
While the concept of offering refreshments aligns with our business values of Manaakitanga 
(hospitality), contributes to the local economy AND was given the tick of approval by participants on 
our ‘practice tours’, we found only a few visitors actually wanted a drink at the end of the tour. 
Additionally, soon after launching and setting the tour price, the cost of drinks at the shop increased 
and the quality of coffee decreased (didn’t match the quality that our mostly urban visitors are used 
to). In retrospect, with regard to pricing, we should have arranged a set drinks price for a fixed 
duration, although this wouldn’t have helped with the bad coffees. The route (defined by the 
geographical features of this area and accessibility) without ‘doubling back to the meeting point, is 
ideally covered in 90 minutes so we have now improved visitor experience by (instead of doubling 
back along the lakeside), finishing where there’s a great swimming spot, views/ wildlife to photograph 
and toilets. At the end of the tour, we invite guests to wander back to the meeting point with us 
(retaining the opportunity for an informal chat) or stay and have a swim/take photos/use the 
amenities. I.e. tours are now 90 mins in duration, and scheduled tours do not include drinks. (In case 
you’re wondering, we’ve maintained a good relationship with the local shop-owner and recommend 
his fish n chips as a lunch option. Also, we now ensure any catering agreements include fixed prices 
for a set duration). 
Marketing Conjola tour descriptions with ‘kangaroo sightings guaranteed’ worked really well until 2019 
when a holiday park on the tour route began allowing dogs. Depending on numbers and nature of 
visiting dogs, kangaroo sightings could no longer be guaranteed, so we amended wording to 
‘kangaroo sightings highly likely’ in order to be able to deliver on our promises to visitors. 
 
How the project could be improved -  
Content: While we have accumulated a vast knowledge of Conjola’s geography, history, flora and 
fauna, our knowledge is continually growing, and we strive for continuous improvement in this area.  
 


